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Elizabeth Brown, Director of Assessment &
Scholarly Communications
Amy Gay, Digital Scholarship Librarian

What we will talk about today
I.

Brief Overview:
A. Research data lifecycle & its components
B. Data management plans - overview and examples
C. Preservation needs & options
D. Open data for reuse

II.

DMPTool:
A. Hands-on & walkthrough
B. Best Practices & Additional Campus Resources

Research and
Data Lifecycle
Concentric circles show each
activity, with the outer circle
showing general activities.
Source:
Digital Curation Center, UK

Some considerations for Research Data
Management
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What are your data storage needs during and after the project is completed?
Do you have security access and storage needs (such as HIPAA, FERPA)
requirements?
How will ethical issues be managed?
How will you manage copyright and IPR (Intellectual Property Rights)?
How will data be shared?
What standards, documentation and metadata will accompany the data?
What resources will be needed to fulfill the data management plan?

Data Management
Plans (DMPs): A
Component of the
Research Data
Lifecycle

What is a Data Management Plan (DMP)?
❏

A formal plan that outlines how the data, including both physical and digital
data, will be handled over the course of the research project and beyond

❏

A formal plan that is now required by many funding agencies

❏

Meant to encourage open and timely sharing of research data and ensure
that data are stored in a secure and accessible manner

❏

Still good to have, even when not required

Capabilities of DMPs
What DMPs do:

DMPs do not:

➔

Help follow good data management
practices

➔

Require that you share all data with every
person who requests it

➔

Ensure data integrity throughout a project

➔

Replace grant applications--they are just a
component of proposals and awards

➔

Help prevent against data loss
➔

Update themselves

➔

Increase transparency & enable data reuse

➔

Another opportunity to promote your
proposal

Common Fields for DMPs [Formal Language]
Two main topics to address:
1. What data are generated by your research?
2. What is your plan for managing the data?
Other aspects to keep in mind:
● Description of data that will be produced and data that will be retained
○ Samples, geospatial coordinates, software code, databases, documentation, etc.
● Period of Data Retention
○ Address timeliness of access to data and for how long
● Data Formats and Dissemination
○ Describe data formats, media, and dissemination approaches to make data and
metadata available to others (and privacy / other rights or requirements)
● Data Storage and Preservation of Access
○ Effective Physical and cyber resources for preservation and storage

Questions/Considerations when writing your DMP
[Informal Language]
●
●
●
●
●
●

Data types and formats - how much data will you create?
Project storage, post-project data storage needs - how, where do you store data?
Proprietary file formats - how much data has open file formats?
Data sharing and requests for data - who, how, when others may ask for data
Metadata schema - fields and structure of how metadata is collected
Preservation - how long post-project will you store data? Are there sites you plan
to use?

Preservation & Repositories - Institutional
Options

The Open Repository @Binghamton (ORB) is an
institutional repository of articles, data and other
scholarly and creative works that captures
(collects) the university's intellectual output.
★
★

★

★

Rosetta is a system to manage, preserve and
make accessible the massive amounts of
information that is available in digital formats.
★

Scalable, expandable, and flexible

★

Searchable and discoverable through our
Primo (FindIt!) library search interface

★

Private (dark) archive preservation storage
capabilities

★

Reliable storage for multiple file types and
sizes

Global visibility
Reliable digital storage and preservation for
multiple file types and sizes
Works are directly discoverable through all
major search engines (i.e. Google)
Not blocked by subscription walls

Data Preservation and Access - Rosetta

Rosetta - Libraries digital preservation system
●
●
●
●

ISO: 14721 Standard; based on NASA’s OAIS (Open Archival Information
System) Model
Metadata uses a modified Dublin Core schema
Library of supported file formats
Files are never deleted!

Data Preservation and Access - the ORB
ORB (Open Repository at Binghamton): orb.binghamton.edu
●
●
●
●

Institutional Repository with journal articles, presentations, image galleries,
journal hosting
Uses a modified Dublin Core metadata schema
Access can be controlled - files can be openly available or restricted to
metadata only
Harvestable by OAI-PMH (Open Archival Initiative-Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting)

Where to share your data
SourceForge - code and programming
Community Owned Digital Preservation
Tool Registry (COPTR): Describes tools
useful for long term digital preservation

DataONE - earth and environmental data
ICPSR - social science datasets

Directory of Open Access Repositories
(DOAR): Global directory of academic
open access repositories
Open Science Framework (OSF): Great for
collaborative projects, customized private
and public sharing of data, accepts all
types of data

NCBI (PubMedCentral) - health and
medicine data
Figshare: Accepts all types of data, large
amounts of data, 5GB size files
GitHub: Coding and software creation

Open Data - Where is it?
Data.gov - government-funded research
github/awesomepublicdatasets - all types of public datasets grouped by subject

Public data projects can give you insight into how to share your own data

Subject Data Repositories - where are they?
Re3data.org
Nature recommended lists
Open Access Directory
Note: Manuscript preprint servers are different from data repositories - most
preprint servers DON’T accept data

Additional Resources
Ten Simple Rules for Creating a Good Data Management Plan
Data Management Plans for NEH Office of Digital Humanities
Proposals and Awards 2019
Data Management Plan Templates

Why use DMPTool?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Created to make completing a DMP easier
Funder templates built into platform
Examples of DMP language in system
Save and keep track of your DMPs you create
Make an account to keep track of DMPs you create and share
Created by the California Digital Library (CDL)
Administrator: Elizabeth Brown, Libraries

Create a DMP with DMPTool

DMPTool allows
you to share files
Set plan visibility
Invite collaborators to share
plans

What if your funder is not in DMPTool?
●
●
●
●

Are there links to successful program proposals? These may show DMP and
data details.
Is your funder based in the US or international? Some countries have data
sharing guidelines which you can use to help write the DMP.
Do your collaborators have DMPs they have used from this funder or
program?
DMPTool has a “no-funder”option

Reviewing DMPs - campus websites
Research Data Management Support
Created by Elizabeth (Beth) Brown (Libraries)
University Brief: NSF Data Management Plans
Created by Michael (Mike) Jacobson (Research Foundation)
Facilities and Resources Information:
Compiled by ITS Staff

When to revise a DMP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Your project does not receive funding, reapplying to the same proposal
program
Staffing/students/collaborators change
Acquire new equipment
Applying to a new proposal program
Working with collaborators outside the US for the first time
Working with human subjects/human consent
Size and amount of project data changes substantially
Publication and other venues for sharing research change
Updated policies from funders or other regulatory requirements
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DMP Example

Example from National
Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH) on
DMPTool

DMP Example
Example from
National
Science
Foundation
(NSF) on
DMPTool

